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Abstract

This paper questions the notion of good contexts for translators and describes an experiment which tests the usefulness of two specific kinds of contexts in a translation task, namely (1) contexts that provide conceptual information about a term, and (2) contexts that provide linguistic information about the collocational profile of this term. In the experiment, trainee translators are asked to use several types of resources, including a set of pre-annotated contexts of various types, and to identify the contexts that they consider to be the most relevant for their task. We present the first results of this experiment, which confirm our general assumption about the usefulness of such rich contexts and indicate some differences regarding the use of contexts in the source and target language. This study takes place in the CRISTAL project whose aim is to retrieve from bilingual comparable corpora the contexts that are the most relevant for translation and to provide them to users through a CAT tool. Keywords: CAT tools; corpus resources for translators; Knowledge-Rich Contexts

1 Introduction

Even though it is widely acknowledged as being essential to the translator, the very idea of context in translation is hard to define (Baker 2006: 321) and it also “lacks a definition that can be applied in the everyday work of a professional translator” as stated by Melby & Foster (2010: 1). Therefore, when one wants to provide translators with tools that better meet their needs—such as improved CAT tools—, one should in the first place wonder about what makes a context relevant for them. In other words, what is a ‘good context’ for translators? This is one of the questions the CRISTAL project1 tries to give an answer to. The main aim of the CRISTAL project, an acronym that stands for “Knowledge-Rich Contexts for Terminological Translation” (“Contextes Riches en Connaissances pour la Traduction Termi-

---

1 CRISTAL is a three-year project (2012-2015) funded by the French National Agency for Research (ANR-12-CORD-0020). It involves four partners: a computing research team at the University of Nantes, France (LINA), a linguistics research team at the University of Toulouse, France (CLLE-ERSS), the Translation Technologies team from the Faculty of Interpreting and Translation at the University of Geneva in Switzerland, and a firm specializing in multilingual text management (Lingua et Machina).
nologique” in French), is to automatically retrieve from bilingual comparable corpora the contexts that are the most relevant for translation and to provide them to users through the CAT tool developed by Lingua & Machina, the Libellex Platform.

The first part of this paper reviews the translators’ needs regarding context. It seems necessary to first identify which type of information is essential for translators, to see how this information is recorded in the tools most commonly used by translators, i.e. dictionaries, term banks and corpora, and how satisfied translators are about the way that information is recorded. In order to refine the notion of “good contexts” for translators, in part 3 we investigate what a “good example” in lexicography and what a “Knowledge-Rich Context” in terminology are, and introduce the distinction between conceptually-rich and linguistically-rich concepts. Part 4 then focuses on one aspect of the methodology of the CRISTAL project: an experimentation involving trainee translators in order to refine our idea of a “good context for translators”. Finally, part 4 presents the very first results of the experiment.

2 Some Facts about the Needs of Translators Regarding Context

As stated by Rogers & Ahmad (1998: 195), “one of the translator’s prime needs is for context-sensitive information”. We may wonder what the notion of context-sensitive information encompasses and what sources of information translators can rely on–or not.

2.1 What do Translators need Contextual Information for and Where do they Find it?

2.1.1 Context in Translation: a Preliminary Definition

As thoroughly explained by Melby & Foster (2006), specialists in many fields (e.g. philosophy, psychology, pragmatics, and functional linguistic) have discussed the notion of context, and various definitions have been written. The three facets of context as defined by Halliday (1999), i.e. context of situation, context of culture and co-text are all particularly relevant in translation. However, in this paper, we will only focus on what Halliday calls co-text. While both context of situation and context of culture are outside of language itself, co-text specifically pertains to language in use. It can broadly be defined as the surrounding discourse of an utterance. Therefore, our definition of “context” in this paper will be limited to co-text, and will rely on the definition provided by Fuchs:

What is called context is the linguistic environment of an element (phonetic unit, word or group of words) within an utterances; i.e. the units that precede and follow it. Thus, in the utterance “Marie est jolie comme un cœur”, the element comme has as its immediate context “jolie...un cœur” and its

wider context “Marie est jolie... un cœur”. By extension, the word context is also applied to the utterance(s) which precede(s) and follow(s) a given utterance in discourse.  

2.1.2 What do Translators Need Context for?
Following Roberts & Bosse-Andrieu (2006: 203), let us remind here that the translation problems translators have to face can be considered as source text-related (for comprehension of the source-text) or target-text related (for transfer into the target text) and classified into three main categories: encyclopedic, linguistic or textual. Encyclopedic problems encompass “general subject-related problems as well as more specific problems dealing with proper nouns—that is, a lack of familiarity with the topic of the text or with specific places or people mentioned in the text”; linguistic problems are defined as “those attached to specific words and phrases—that is, problems related to the comprehension or translation of a given word or phrase”; finally, textual problems are those concerned with text types and the internal organization or reproduction of a given text type.

Bowker (2011, 2012) draws a list of those items of contextual information that can prove “useful” for the translator to solve his source-text and target-text-related problems. They can be summed up as follows: (i) information about usage; this of course includes collocations, in particular which general-language words collocate with terms (see also Roberts 1994: 56), (ii) information about the frequency of use of a particular word or term, (iii) information about lexical and conceptual relations (such as synonymy, meronymy, hyperonymy etc.) (see also Marshman, Gariépy & Harms 2012, Rogers & Ahmad 1998), (iv) pragmatic information about style, register and genre (see also Varantola 1998), (v) information about usages to avoid. It thus seems to us that the items that are not situation-linked fall into the following categories: conceptual information and linguistic information.

To solve those problems and to make decisions, translators need external help, which they typically get by consulting other human experts and conventional resources such as dictionaries and term banks (Rogers & Ahmad 1998: 198).

2.1.3 Where do Translators Find Contextual Information?
As mentioned by Varantola (2006: 216), “the translator’s problem-solving techniques have changed dramatically over the past decade or so”. In addition to the above-mentioned conventional resources (monolingual and bilingual dictionaries—which have undergone radical changes--; term banks), translators now also partly rely on the information provided by corpora.

- Dictionaries
  It is mostly through examples that dictionaries provide contextual information. The empirical study on scientific and technical words (i.e. terms) in general bilingual and monolingual dictionaries carried out by Josselin-Leray (2005) has shown that up to 80.3% of users turned to dictionaries to find information about how to use the term in a sentence and that bilingual dictionaries always
ranked higher in that respect. Among the respondents who chose that answer, it was the « language professionals » user group (which includes translators) that was mostly represented.

- **Term Banks**

  Term banks typically provide contextual information through the “context” section of the terminological record. The importance given to contextual information in terminological resources by translators is confirmed by the findings of the survey by Duran-Muñoz (2010): examples were considered to be “essential data” by the respondents, and among “desirable data”, one found “a greater variety of examples” and “semantic information (semantic relations, frames)”.  

- **Corpora**

  Although corpus data is obviously intrinsically made of contextual information, it is a resource which seems still quite scarcely used by translators, as shown by the results of the survey by Duran-Muñoz (2010): only 5.09% of the participants quoted (parallel) corpora as being a terminological resource they “used more* when translating”. However, 41.8% of the respondents to the Mellange Survey*, which was carried out in 2005-2006 among trainee translators and professional translators, do claim they use corpora in their translation practice (the most frequent type being the corpora in the target language).  

Although there seems to be a wide array of resources translators can turn to when they need contextual information, these resources do not necessarily meet the translators’ needs.  

### 2.2 The Shortcomings of Existing Resources regarding Context

#### 2.2.1 The Dissatisfaction of Translators regarding Contextual Information in Existing Resources: a Hard Fact

We found it relevant to first look at the findings of various empirical surveys on the use of conventional resources by translators.

- **Dictionary Use**

  Before starting to compile the *Bilingual Canadian Dictionary*, Roberts (1994: 56) carried out a survey among its potential users in order to clearly identify their needs and reached the following conclusion: “Between one-third and one-half the members in each user group [of sophisticated second language users] appreciated, to varying degrees, the number of examples presented in their present most frequently used dictionaries. But between one quarter and one half of each group felt that improvement was needed in that respect”. The study by Josselin-Leray (2005) reached the same conclusion: although users were overall satisfied by the examples provided by their dictionaries (between 41.3% and 67.5% of users said they were satisfied), the level of satisfaction was lower for bilingual dictionaries, and lower among the “language professionals” user group.

---

4 We added the italics.  
• Term Banks

In the survey by Duran-Muñoz (2010), translators also had the opportunity to give their opinions regarding their needs; the second most repeated argument was “include more pragmatic information about usage and tricky translations”, and the fifth one was “provide examples taken from real texts”. The conclusion of her findings, found in Duran-Muñoz (2012: 82) is straightforward: “we can confirm that most of the terminological resources that are currently available (especially in electronic format) do not fulfill their requirements”. Why is that so?

2.2.2 Why are Translators Dissatisfied?

Varantola (e.g. 1994) has written at great length about the context-free vs. context-bound dilemma faced by translators: dictionaries and term banks only provide context-free examples, i.e. examples that are perceived as prototypical and frequent, while what the translators need to find the suitable equivalent(s) is typically context-bound. Moreover, the examples/contexts provided are not varied enough. This is especially true of term banks, as underlined by Bowker (2011: 214-215) who explains the information found on those records is rather limited and usually consists in definitions and terms presented out of context, or in only a single context. She pinpoints a paradoxical situation in which the advances of research on terminology (especially the work on Knowledge-Rich Contexts, which we will introduce in 3.2) have not been integrated into the tools translators most commonly use, i.e. term banks.

However, Varantola (2006: 217) says the context-free/context-bound dilemma should now be qualified since “context-free definitions of concepts within a particular domain [which] were for a long time the theoretical ideal in terminological theory […] are now replaced by less rigid, contextually relevant definitions”. She ascribes it to the availability of large corpora, whose role is also now central in dictionary-compiling. Some dictionaries now even “provide access to more examples in the form of concordances from the corpus data that lie behind the dictionary”. Corpora are no panacea, though. One of arguments against corpora is that they are “tools of shallow intelligence” (Varantola, 2006: 223) when they are raw and non-tagged or POS-tagged, since the user “is left to handle the manipulation, dissection and interpretation of results”. In other words, compiling the corpus and analysing the corpus can be too tedious a task for translators who often work under tight constraints.

---

6 Another point worth mentioning is that, in the survey carried out for the Mellange, even though 94.4% of the respondents said they used Google to research terminology, 10.2% found that Google was limited for finding information on language use because the “search results [did] not provide enough context to be useful”.

---
2.3 The Translator’s Ideal Workstation?

In 1996, Atkins already suggested (p. 526) that the dictionary of the future should “give its users the opportunity to make their own decisions about equivalences”: the users “should be able to consult as many examples as they need of words used in their various senses, each in a variety of contexts with a variety of collocate partners”. More recently, Bowker (2011: 215) suggested: “it would be more helpful for translators to have access not simply to term records that provide a single ‘best’ term with a solitary context, but rather to information that would allow them to see all possible terms in a range of contexts and thus find the solution that works best in the target text at hand”. She insists on the fact that looking at a wide range of contexts should not be considered as a waste of time, and that this has been made easier thanks to corpus-analysis tools that present information in an easy-to-read format. She goes even further by suggesting (Bowker 2012: 391) that translators have access to the whole of the information that lexicographers usually rely on when devising a dictionary entry:

In order to arrive to that entry, lexicographers have gone through a number of intermediary steps, where they learn about the various characteristics of the words and concepts being described, such as their grammatical and collocational behaviours, the different relationships that hold between words and their underlying concepts, and the characteristics that are necessary and sufficient for distinguishing one concept in an intensional definition.

However relevant that objective might be, it seems rather ambitious and difficult to achieve in the very near future, all the more so as “lexicographers’ needs are very different from translators’ corpus needs” (Varantola 2006: 217). Narrowing down that objective to providing more corpus-based context data in a way that is more in keeping with the actual working conditions of translators seems more feasible, which is why the main aim of the CRISTAL project is to help design a CAT tool that provides translators with customized contexts automatically retrieved from comparable corpora.

In order to reach that goal—which can also sound ambitious, we first decided to refine the notion of ‘good contexts for translators’ by doing two things: (i) we first looked at the way lexicographers deal with examples in dictionaries and terminographers deal with “Knowledge-Rich Contexts” (part 3),(ii) we devised an experiment with trainee translators focusing on what we thought to be “good contexts” (part 4).

3 Dictionary Examples and Knowledge-Rich Contexts

The thoughts of lexicographers and terminologists on “good examples” or “Knowledge Rich Contexts” provide some valuable insight into what a good context for translators might be. After examining those two aspects, we give our own definition of Conceptually Rich Contexts and Linguistically Rich Contexts.
3.1 Good Dictionary Examples

Many studies have underlined the importance of the illustrative component in dictionaries as a means to provide typical contexts about a word’s meaning and usage (Atkins & Rundell 2008). In monolingual as well as in bilingual dictionaries, examples are meant to help the dictionary user both in the production and the comprehension process. They have therefore diverse functions (Rey-Debove 2005, Roberts 1994, Siepmann 2005): they can provide syntagmatic information about word patterns and collocations, together with paradigmatic information about words that are semantically-related (synonyms, hyperonyms, etc.). They may also give pragmatic and stylistic indications about registers and specific uses, or be used as a more concrete and accessible complement to definitions, with an epilinguistic dimension.

Authentic examples that meet at least some of these requirements are very difficult to extract from corpora:

Finding good examples in a mass of corpus data is labour-intensive. For all sorts of reasons, a majority of corpus sentences will not be suitable as they stand, so the lexicographer must either search out the best ones or modify corpus sentences which are promising but in some way flawed (Rundell & Kilgarriff 2011).

Kilgarriff et al. (2008) have developed a method to automatically collect sentences that are good candidate dictionary examples, using two criteria: readability (judged from sentence length and average word length; it penalizes sentences with infrequent words, more than one or two non-a-z characters, or anaphora) and informativeness (judged from the density of collocates in the sentence).

3.2 Knowledge Rich Contexts (KRCs) in Terminology

Knowledge Rich Contexts play a very important role in identifying terms in specialized texts because they show conceptual relationships between terms. It is within that framework that Ingrid Meyer defined Knowledge Rich Contexts as “a context indicating at least one item of domain knowledge that could be useful for conceptual analysis.” (Meyer 2001: 281). These contexts are used in order to develop knowledge extraction tools for text-based terminology and ontology building (Condamines & Rebeyrolle 2001). Rich contexts for terminologists typically contain terms that are specific to the domain together with linguistic patterns that signal the conceptual relations between these terms as illustrated below in Meyer (2001):

(1) Compost is an organic material deliberately assembled for fast decomposition.
(2) Compost contains nutrients, nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus.

This type of information helps building networks of terms, generally focusing on hyperonyms (example 1) and meronyms (example 2).
3.3 KRCs for Translators: Conceptually vs. Linguistically Rich Contexts

Based on the type of information needed by translators as described in 2.1.2, and the type of information provided by dictionary examples and Knowledge-Rich Contexts as detailed in 3.1 and 3.2, we decided to extend the notion of KRC in our experiment, considering under this category two types of contexts: those that provide ‘conceptual’ information about a given term-called “Conceptually Rich Contexts” (CRCs) in our study, and those that provide ‘linguistic’ information about that term “Linguistically Rich Contexts” (LRC). In our experiment, the contexts which are neither conceptual nor linguistic are considered as poor (cf. Reimerink et al. 2010: 1934).

4 An Experiment Centered on “Good Contexts” within the CRISTAL Project

The main aims of the experiment were (i) to check that rich contexts extracted from corpora are useful to translators, (ii) to identify which types of rich contexts (CRCs or LRCs) are the most useful to them.

A pilot study was carried out in December 2013 at the University of Geneva (Switzerland). This allowed us to test the protocol and to make the necessary adjustments for the two experiments we conducted in March 2014: one at the Université Catholique de l’Ouest (Angers, France), and one at the University of Toulouse le Mirail (Toulouse, France). We will now describe the main aspects of the protocol designed for the experimentation.

4.1 Protocol

4.1.1 Participants

For both the pilot study and the two experiments, participants were all trainee translators’ 7 students from the Faculty of Translation and Interpretation of the University of Geneva took part in the pilot study. There were 4 Masters’ students and 3 PhD students. As for the experiments in Angers and Toulouse, the participants (42 in total) were students in their final year of a Master’s Translation program.

4.1.2 Translation Task

The participants were asked to translate a text from English into French (i.e. from L2 into L1 for most students). The text is around 150 words long, it is a popular-science text on volcanology entitled “Cinder Cones”8. It was chosen because it is well-structured (the two phases of the building of a cinder

---

7 This is the case in many empirical studies on translation: see for example Bowker 1998, Künzli 2001, and Varantola 1998.
8 It was taken from What’s so hot about volcanoes? by Wendell A. Duffield (2011), Mountain Press.
cone are described), because it contains a certain number of terms whose translation might be complex for a translator, even if they are not highly specialized (basalt cinder cone, fountaining stage...), and a number of syntactic patterns or collocations that are particularly tricky to translate (e.g. bubble off; transitive use of the verb erupt). Only one group out of the two was already a little familiar with the field of volcanology. The participants were allocated around 2 hours to translate the text, choose the relevant contexts and fill out an online questionnaire about the main translation difficulties and the use and usefulness of conventional resources and KRCs. Then several group interviews and a couple of one-to-one interviews were conducted.

4.1.3 Resources
Since we wanted the conditions of the experiment to be as close to a real-life context as possible for translators, the participants had at their disposal the same type of resources as the ones they usually have when they translate in professional environment, i.e. various dictionaries and term banks. What made the experiment specific is that we added an extra resource, i.e. shortlisted contexts.

4.1.4 The Argos Interface
The participants used a customized interface, Argos, with four different windows (see figure 1): (i) one for the source-text, (ii) one for the target-text, (iii) one with several icons allowing access to term banks (Termium, le Grand Dictionnaire Terminologique), a specialized bilingual dictionary of earth sciences, a general bilingual dictionary, (iv) one with a list of shortlisted contexts.

---

9 This is what Ehrensberger-Dow & Massey (2008) call “ecological validity”.
4.1.5 The Contexts

Participants were provided with contexts in the source language, and contexts in the target language, which were presented in random order. These contexts had been carefully chosen beforehand according to a classification devised by the team of linguists: details about the selection of contexts and the type of contexts provided will be discussed in the next section (4.2). During the translation process, the participants had to choose the contexts that had been most useful to them when translating by clicking on them. Once the translator had typed in a word (in the source language or the target language) in the search window for contexts, the target text window was blocked in order to ensure the translator chose at least one context, or explicitly chose that none was useful.

4.1.6 Extra Data Compiled

In addition to the final translations themselves and the answers to the online questionnaires, the data compiled comprise the following:

- screen-recordings performed through specific software\(^{10}\)
- logs: all keyboard activity, as well as change of windows shifts, was recorded
- audio recordings of the two types of interviews\(^{11}\) during which the participants were asked to give more detail about the usefulness of some given contexts.

---

\(^{10}\) BBFlashback Express.

\(^{11}\) In the one-to-one interview, the participant viewed part of the screen recording (the extracts corresponding to his translation of two terms for which contexts were provided: cinder and fountaining stage) and was asked to verbalize what he was doing, following the methodology used by Ehrenbersger-Dow and Massey (2008).
4.2 The List of Contexts

The list of contexts provided to the participants was created with two principles in mind: we wanted to compile a large enough set of contexts, in order to limit the chance that the translator would look for contextual information on one particular word and get no results. At the same time, considering that the selection of contexts is a labor-intensive task, we wanted to limit ourselves to a reasonable number of words, and to keep only words for which our definition of Rich and Poor Contexts applies (see 3.3 above): in particular, the notion of Conceptually Rich Contexts (CRCs) is irrelevant for very familiar words that are not characteristic of the field of volcanology from which the text is drawn. This compromise was difficult to reach, so we took advantage of the pilot study to adjust and complement the list of terms that we had initially created.

4.2.1 Term Selection

For the pilot study in Geneva, we compiled a first set of contexts illustrating the use of:

- 7 words (noun, verbs and adjectives) in the source language, namely some lemmas from the text to be translated that we regarded as terminological units, or at least as words related to the field of volcanology (*basalt magma*, *blobs*, *cinder*, *cinder cone*, *fountaining*, *scoria*, *vesicles*)
- 11 words in the target language, selected among the possible equivalents of the corresponding source words.

We considered both simple and multiword units.

For example, contexts are provided for the word in bold type in the following sentence:

(3) As the **cinders** fall back to the Earth, they form layers that pile up into a cone-shaped hill.

One outcome of the pilot study was that the initial list of words proved to be very insufficient, especially in the target language: the logs compiled thanks to Argos (cf. 4.1.6) provided us with a much larger list corresponding to words that had actually been typed in the search window by the participants in order to get contexts. We thus decided to complement the first list with words that have been searched for by at least 2 participants. The final list for the experiments in Angers and Toulouse contains contexts for 22 English words and 41 French words.

In the same sentence as the one mentioned above, contexts were provided for four words (in bold type) instead of just one (i.e. 2 nouns, 1 verb, 1 adjective):

(4) As the **cinders** fall back to the Earth, they form **layers** that **pile up** into a **cone-shaped** hill.

4.2.2 Context Selection

The contexts were selected from several sources:

- we preferentially used a 800,000 word corpus of volcanology composed of specialized and popular science texts, which is used for the CRISTAL project as a whole,
- this source was complemented by a variety of web sites, giving priority where possible to texts dedicated to the presentation of volcanology to a wide audience.
We chose not to test the readability dimension of contexts (3.1.), so we only selected contexts that meet the criteria of readability (well-formed, not too long, with no anaphora elements, etc.). Contexts are one or two sentences long.

As explained before, our aim is to test whether the opposition between rich and poor contexts as defined in section 3 is relevant for the translation task. As a consequence, we annotated contexts according to this dimension. In figure 1, we give 3 examples illustrating (1) a linguistically rich context for the word basalt (with the presence of the term basalt lava), (2) a conceptually rich context providing a definition of the term, (3) a poor context. Note that linguistic and conceptual richness can combine in some contexts, which is not the case here. When possible, the conceptually rich contexts were classified into the following subcategories: definition, meronymy, hyponymy and co-hyponymy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Rich or Poor</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>LRC</th>
<th>Type of CRC</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>basalt</td>
<td>rich</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shield volcanoes are made of thousands of thin basalt lava flows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>basalt</td>
<td>rich</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>def</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Basalt is dark volcanic rock made up of small crystals and glass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>basalt</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>When basalt enters water passively, it forms pillow basalt.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5: Examples of contexts for the word basalt.**

We intended to balance the number of poor and rich contexts for each word. This proved impossible to achieve in many cases, since the great majority of contexts exhibit at least one relevant collocate. We collected 10 contexts per word, including no less than 2 poor contexts, totalling 222 contexts in English and 441 contexts in French.

**4.3 First Results**

We report here some preliminary observations about the results. For the source language, 48% of the available contexts were chosen by at least one participant (108 contexts) versus 36% for the target language (152 contexts). This is an indication that the contexts are perceived as helpful, but the data are very dispersed, since about 40% of the selected contexts were chosen by only one participant in either language. Some terms are found several times in this list (fountain, cinder cone, basalt magma, and their French counterpart), showing specific translation problems.

To get a first picture of the results, we have chosen to focus on the 20 contexts that were selected most in either language. Each context was chosen between 4 and 14 times. The following examples show two of the most frequent ones.
(5) Hawaiian Eruptions are types of volcanoes and types of eruptions wherein basaltic lava is normally thrown up the air in jets. This process is called **fountaining**.

(6) During an eruption of gas-rich magma, small **blobs** of magma are ejected.

Example 5 is a conceptually rich context, more specifically a definition. Example 6, which contains several collocations (**blobs of magma**, **blobs ejected**), is a linguistically-rich context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source language</th>
<th>Rich contexts</th>
<th>CRCs (definitions)</th>
<th>LRCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All available contexts</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>25% (11%)</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 most selected contexts</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>65% (60%)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target language</td>
<td>Rich contexts</td>
<td>CRCs (definitions)</td>
<td>LRCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All available contexts</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>29% (14%)</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 most selected contexts</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>55% (40%)</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Distribution of the contexts.**

Table 2 makes a comparison between this subset of contexts and all the contexts that were made available. First, this shows that the great majority of contexts that are considered as helpful by the participants are rich contexts (90%). Second, participants show a strong preference for conceptually-rich contexts, mainly definitions, as opposed to linguistically-rich contexts. Yet we can observe that if this overall pattern applies to both languages, there are some differences: the distribution between LRCs and CRCs is different when the users are exploring source (English) and target (French) contexts. They seem to give a higher priority to CRCs and definitions in the source language. This is consistent with the idea that the CRCs should provide help for the comprehension of terms and LRCs should be more useful when checking the usage of the words in the target language. These are encouraging results: they confirm our assumption that rich contexts are seen as helpful by the participants, and they suggest differences in the way the translator uses these contexts in the source and target language. However, these first observations must be confirmed and complemented by the analysis of the entire set of data and the analysis of the replies to the questionnaires.

## 5 Conclusion

The notion of context is where lexicography, terminology and translation meet. Even though the specific needs of translators regarding their resources now seem quite clearly identified, addressing them still seems quite challenging. We hope the findings of the CRISTAL project will help tailor the tools according to the translator’s profiles in one aspect, that of contextual information.
To fulfil that objective, we plan to explore in detail the considerable amount of data we have collected (around 60 hours of screen recordings, and just as much structured translation logs). The evidence gathered will enable us to answer the following questions:

- apart from definitions, do some sub-categories of KRCs play a specific role in the translation process?
- in which precise situations do translators give preference to KRCs over conventional resources such as monolingual or bilingual dictionaries?
- what is the impact of the use of KRCs and the other resources on the translation quality of the 49 final translations

The main challenge the CRISTAL project plans to address in the near future is to devise a method to automatically retrieve the ‘good contexts’ whose main features will have then been identified.
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